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1)
INTRODUCTION
This report is a semi-annual forecast of Government
Furnished Pressurants and Propellant and GFM required at
Space Division Test Sites, sub-contractor sites, or
Government sites to support the development, fabrication,
production, and test of the Space Shuttle Orbiter. Any
significant.changes in this forecast will be coordinated
with NASA/JSC Representatives. This forecast submittal
is in accordance with the Space Shuttle Integration
Contractor's information requirements document SD72-SH-0090,
IRD LS-123T.
'I I
I D E P . .
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS I.. DATE PREPARED: .R4l,: Hea. N. itk4-. ,
(See instructionson reverse.) 4-1974 Approtal Erpires car. 11.96
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and de tinati.n shipping addres;',, 3. REPORT. NG PERIOD (.Wonth and year,
Rockwell International FROM TO
1974 1977
Space Division . --
12214 Lakewood Blvd. 4. UN:T OF MEASUREMENT 
(Tons.tbs., cubic feet,
ooatles, Gallons, ltc.)
_Downey, Caif. 90241 Pounds
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEP, 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT : 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
(Check both, if applicable) . .
Ammonia
FED-STD-0-A-445a IRAIL X]TRUCK UnknownI -I
8. 9. to0. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
Eclss
QUARTER Testing
Downey
1974 1
2
- 4- _ _ ---
1975 1
2
1976 1 200
2 P200
1977 1
3
1978
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on test requirements and historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATUR R- . -
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Manageent,, I
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL . t SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 .APR 64
SD74-SH-0125
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 4-. DATE PREPARED B get Bureau N. 14-R044(see , i,,,,, on ,, ,e.) " -1 9-7 " : Appromal Expires Mar-. 31. 1966(See instruction* em reverse.)
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and deaination shipping address 3. REPORTING PERIOD (Month and yeari
FROM TO
Rockwell International FROM974 TO1974 1977
Space Division .. _[ 4. UNIT OF MEASUREMENT (Tons, lbs., cubic feet.
12214 Lakeood Blvd bottles, gallons, etc.)
_ Downey, Calif. 90241 0 T7 " .. P..
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM :6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION(Check both, if applicable)
Freon
MSFC Spec 237A DRAIL. M TRUCK Unknown
8. 9.. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT.TITLE _"
Orbiter' Orbiter Orbiter
YEAR QUARTER Sub-Assy Aft Fus. & Major Assy
Crew Mod Activation
Downey Downey Downey
1974 1 
2 855
4 i , 14
1975 1 2,280 -
2 ,280 2,280
4 2,280 2,280
1976 1 3,420 2,280
2 3,420 2,280
3 2,280 2.280
4 1,140 2,280
1977 I1,140 28o
2
1978 1
3
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Management
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS A. OATE PREPARED: Budget Bureau No. 104-0
., l uton .... I. 4-19-74 Approval Expires !dar . 31, 196.
(See Instructiong ein reverie.)
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and destination s ipping addressj 3 REPORTING 
PERIOD (Month and yeari.
Rockwell International - To be used at SD FROM 1977
Space Division PLMD Fac. 1500 Ave. M 1974
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Site 1, A.F. Plant 42 1,4. UNIT OF MEASUREMENT (Tons,. lbs., cubic feet,
Downey, Calif. 90241 Palmdale, Ca. 93550 bomes. ons.
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD 
OF SH PMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
0Freon A OORAIL 7TRUCK Unknown
MSFC Spec 237A
8. 9. 1o. .CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR 
PROJECT TITLE
Urbiter
YEAR / Final Assy
QUARTER
Palmdale --
1974 1 570
*2 _ _ _ _ _-
4 1, 140 ""
1975 1 1, 140
1976GA
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATIO AND REMARKS-
. T. Lane, Supervisor Shuttle Logistics Mana-- -
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-S1-0125
21978 a1
. _ . : . a
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS I. DATE PREPARED ""B1"'"el Hue No. 104-kOJ4
(See instructions on eee.) . 4-19-74 . Approval Expires Mar-A 31. 1966
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name.and destination 'Thipping address : 3. REPORT ING PERIOD (Month and year)
I F ROM 
_T _T0_-
Rockwell International - To be used at FROM TOi 1974 1977.
Space Division Beech Aircraft .i . 19.
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Boulder Colorado-80302 4. UN:T OF MEASUREMENT (Tons, lbs., cubic feet,
___powr( .-U - bottles, gallons, etc.)
DowneyC WOL2i_] Q ___ _ ___ ___ $tanal CibicFeat
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION(Check both, if applicable)IHelium Gaseous
FSN 6830-263-9842 [ RAIL X TRUCK Unknown
MIL P-27497 (1
. 9. 10to. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
Elec. Pwr.
YEAR R GenerationYEAR QUARTER Cryogenic
Tank Sub-
Contractor
1974 1
2 50,000
4 50o,000
1975 1 85.,000
2 85,000
- 85, 00
"4 85, 000
1976 1 30,000
p 3° 000-3 - 0,nno
4 30,000
1977 1 - - non
3
1978
II. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.,
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Manaement 
-
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD71 VSH-0125
• . ... , ' 12,,. " '
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS , DATE PREPARED Rdgle Breau .N lo.iO'4
(See instruction .on reverse.) 4-19-74 Approval Expires Mar-. 3.., 966
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and destination shipping address; 3. REPORTI NG PERIOD (M.onth and yearj
Rockwell Internationa -To be used at Sunstrand FROM " T-o 197
Space Division Aviation, 4747 Harrison 197 i
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Ave., Rockford, Ill.. t 4. UN:T OF MEASUREMENT (Tons, lbs.. cubic feet.
Downey, Calif. 90241 61101 o landard Cualhi n "t
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
(Check both, if applicable)
Helium, Gaseous
FSN 6830-263-9842 RAIL MTRUCK Unknown
MIL-P-27497 (1
8. 9. 10o. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
Aux.
YEAR Q"R Power UnitQUARTER
Sub-
Contractor
1974 1
3 40,000
4 40,000
1975 1 40,000 ooo
2 40,000ik 40.000
4 40,000
1976 1 4,000 ooo
* 40,000
3 4o, ooo
4 40.0ooo
1977 1 15000
" 2-.--
43
1978 i1
4
II. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Management
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL JSIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 1, DATE PREPARED Budg: SureauNo. f 104..
(See instructions on rever4e.) -19-74 Approval Expires Vr. , 9
2. REPORTING. ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and destination %hipping addre ; 3. RECPORTi. N PERIOO fon:h and year,
Rockwell International - To be used at FROM TO
Space Division Mississippi Test 1974 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Facility . 4. UT OF MEASU;REMENT (Tons, Lbs., cubic feet,
Doey~C.. . t .Standard Cubic Feet
5. STOCK NO..AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
(Check both, if applicable)Helium, Gaseous
FSN 6830-660-0026 [XRAIL ~ TRUCK Unknown
MTT,- P~-7407 TV e 1
8. 9. 10.. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
MPTA 
-_
YEAR stYEAR QUARTER Test
1974 124 - --- --
1975 1
2
1976
4 65,000
1977 1 65000
1978 1
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE-) J. T. Lne, Supervisor, Shuttle Iostics Manaeme '
13. TYPEO NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125
4a
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 1. DATE PREPARED! .R e 1eaul.o. 104-.0R.
-(See instructions on everse.) 4-19-74 Approal Expires Mar4 . .3119'66
2. rEPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and destination hipping address 3. REPORTING PERIOD .(Month and year
Rockwell International FROM 1 o1974 .1977:
Space Division ""
12214 Lakewood Blvd. 4. UN:TOF MEASUREMENT (Tons, lbs., cubic fee,
Downey, Calif. 90241 bbotes. ° 't.F _ Cfhi
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 
AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
(Check both, if applicable) . T "
Helium, Gaseous Trailers
FSN 9135-890-2011 i RAIL ]-TRUCK
MIL-P-27407
8. . 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
L& T
YEAR R Development
1974. 1
2 80,000
3 100,000
..4 200, 000-
1975 1 -00. 000-2 OO0~-oo 0 oo3 1400000
4 (0 non-- -
1976 1 9029 o.00
900 000
S 900000ooo
4 900,000 '".
1977 1, 1,000,000
,1978 1
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12.. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Management
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL 
SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125
5
FORECAST OF. PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS I. DATE PREPARE Buge Bureau No. 104-R024
(See instructions on reverse.) 4-19-74- Approval Expires arh .31. 1966
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and destination shipping address) 3. REPORTING PERIOD (Month and year
Rockwell International ROM974 1977
Space Division 1 17
12214 Lakewood Blvd. i 4. UN:T OF MEASUREMENT (Tons, Ibs., cubic feet,
oDo Calif. 02..bot t les, allons. taDowney, Calif. 9024 tandard _uhicBt
S. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION(Check both, if applicable) K-Cylinders
Helium, Gaseous K-Cylinders
FSN 9135-926-888 I RAIL K TRUCK B/290 Tank Farm
a.. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
L & T Mfg. . Orbiter
YEAR M , Development Operations Aft Fus &
QUARTER and Test CM Proof-
leak Test
Downey B/290
1974 1 
--
2 10,QOO 176_,850
1,000 208,200
4 l0,000 208,200 il51000
Si o.000 208.200 15000
4i O.000 208.200 15,000
S12.00 208200 21000
j 12,000 208 200 15,000
1977 J 12,000 208,200 15,000
2
3--
1978 1
3
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated testing,. build and flow plans, and
production operations schedules.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor,. Shuttle Logistics Management
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-sH-0125
. . •. .6
.0 DATE PREPARED' Budget Bure.a.
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS I -. DATE PREPARED Bgez Bexaeos . 4t4Ot4-
(See instructions fn r.evr.. 4-1974 Approval Expires M.ar 3( 1i
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and destination /h.ipping addressj 3. REPORTING 
PERIOD fM.onth and yer ,
FROM TO
Rockwell International - To be used at SD 1974 1977
Space Division BIMD Fac. 1500 Ave. M
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Site 1, A.F. Plant 42 4. UT OF MEASUREMENT (Tons. lson Standard Cubic eebottles. al,,n, etc.)Standar Cubic Feet'
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 
7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
(Check both, if applicable) K-Cyliners
Helium, Gaseous R TRUCK .
FsN.9135-926-8888 RAIL TRUCK
8. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE_
Orbiter
YEAR Final AssyQUARTER
Activation
Palmdale
1974 1
21,000
4 21, 000
1975 1 15, 000
2 10,000
10 ,000
1976 i
1977
,1978
3.. -
.,
II. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated testing, build and flow plans, and 
production
operations schedules.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE 
.
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Management
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL 
SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SDT4-SH-0125
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS' i DATE PREPARED Z.d.', Hureau. N. i)4-kfOJ
(See instruction,. on revrse.) j 4-19-74 Appro. l £xpire Wr. 1'. 9 .
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and destination %hipping addre ;j 3. REPORT NG PERIOD (Mon:h and year,
Rockwell International - To be used at FROM TO
Space Division Aerojet Corp. . 1974 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Sacramento, Calif. 95813 4. .UhT OF MEASuREMENT (Tons, lbs.. cubic feet,
Downey, Calif. 90241 oottes. gl..orsaic.. ....._. 
..
__ 
.............. . . .... .... .Standard_ Cubin_Eeet
S. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM ' 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
Helium, Gaseous (check bo, applicable) K-Cylinders
FSN 9135-926-8888 - RAIL "JTRUCK .
MIL-P-27407
8. 9. 10.. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
YEAR ~OMS Engine
QUARTER & Pod Sub-
Contractor
1974 1- 
--.-.---- t---
2 800,000
3 900,0004 
_ T
_7000000
1975 1 8 00 000
4 . 00,0 
_o
" 2,000,000
1977 1 1,700.000
2
1978
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Based on anticipated testing requirements.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATUR
J T Lne, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Management -
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0i25
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS '. DATE PREPARED' Rza : Hreauov N' J I4-kf
(See lnLructir,, on rever. e.) 4-19-74 Approval Expires V4Ma . '. :9 .
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name a,,d debtinatir.n hipping addres; 3. RE PORT: N~ PERIOD (.Won:r and year,
Rockwell International - To be used at . FROM :TO
Space Division MAC/DAC
12214 Lakewood Blvd. 4. UN:T OF MEASUREMENT (Tons, lbs., cubic feet,C a - nottles,. allons, tc.j -
Calif . .... S.t~a .uis .................................................:_ _Standard Cubic_Eee_
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
(Check both, if applicable)
Helium, Gaseous. K-Cylinders
FSN 9135-926-8888 ] RAIL TRUCK
MT] -P-274n7
8.- 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
RCS Engine
YEAR QUARTER & Pod Sub-
Contractor 1'
1974 1
2 000
3 9,000
4 - 9,000
1975 i 9 300
2 9,300
3 9,300
4 18,600
1976 1 18,600
2 23,600
• i z8 600
1977 i 18J600
2 14 .on
3
1978 
_I
3
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Based on anticipated testing requirements.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Manapement,
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL ISIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125
9
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 1. DATE PREPARED' SRwh ,1 .uea. W. 0"4-k(,4
(Sep instructions n revers,., .. j 4-19-74 Approval Expires . ,..A.,. .1',
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name arid destinatiijn chipping addres, . .REFPCRRT:NG PERIOD f.ton: and yea/
Rockwell International - To be used at Sunstrand FROM. TO
Space Division Aviation, 4747 Harrison 1974.- 19 7 7
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Ave., Rockford, Ill. 4. UN;: OF-MEASUREMENT (Tons. lbs.. cubic feet,
. D...Oer 
_ 61101 o s_ - ............lns, c. . Po 1
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION(Check both, applicable) BILITY AT DESTINATION
Hydrazine, N2 H (C pp (Twenty) 55 Gal. DrumsFSN 9135-753-4568 EO RAIL " TRUCK
MTL-P-265 36C Amendment 1
8. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
Aux.
YEAR "1
QUARTER Power Unit
Sub-
_ _ 
_ _ 
_ 
_ _ 
_ _ 
_ _ _ I IContractor
1974 1
.2
4 75,0o0
1975 1 75,000
.2 75,000
3 75,000 .___ 
_
4•  75,000
1976 1 75,000
75,000ooo3 75,000
S 75,000
1977 30,000
1978 1
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURES Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Managemen t
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR.64
SD74-SH-0125: .I.(
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS: . OATI PEPARED Brea N,. Ri-r
(See instructions ,n reverse.) -19-74 rOrOver no as :9:2
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and debtination %ipping address, . REPORT NG PERIOD .Mfon:h and year,
Rockwell International - To be used at Beech FROM TO
Space Division Aircraft 1974 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Boulder, Colorado 80302 . UN' OF MEASuREMENT (Tons. lbs., cubic feet,
Downey, Calif. 90241 ... tes. a Sadan._C_,_bi_ _et
S. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT - 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DEST!NATION
(Check both, f applicable)
Hydrogen, Gaseous T
FSN 9135-823-8133 . ] RAIL' TRUCK Unknown
MTL- P-27201C
8. 9. I0. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
Elec. Pwr.
YEAR QUARTER Generation
Cryogenic
Tank Sub- I
1974 1 . 1
2 58,000 -
3 58,ooo I.
-4-- 0_ _ -. ..----
1975 1 95 000
4 95 000
1976 1 34 ooo
3 - 34 oon
-h 3knoo
1977 1 - n on
1978
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Management
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125 5.1
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS I. DATEtPRF.PARED' R~.i: Bweau N,. -i4-kR'. "
(See instructi o n. re,rse.) 4-19-74 Appro ,al Expires sar,... '; :'
2. kEPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and destinotion dippir. address. 3. RE PORTNG PERIOD (4fMon:U qnd year-.Rockwell International - To-be used at Pratt & FROM . T
Space Division Whitney Aircraft, 400 1974 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Main St. 4. US:T OF MEASUREMENT (Tons, lbs., cubic feet,
Downey, Calif. 90241 E. Hartford, Conn. 06108 ooes, o ..l,. '.'Standard Cubic Feet
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
Hydrogen, Gaseous . (Check both, sf applicable)
FSN 9135-823-8133 
. RAIL' STRUCK Unknown
MIL-P-27201C
8. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE 
.
Elec. Pwr.
YEAR GenerationQUARTER Fuel Cell
Pwr. Plant
Sub-Contrac or 
-
1974 1 
_____ _ 1
2 76,000
3 -- 76.000
4 L 76,000
1975 1 114,oo000
2 ll4 000 
__ 
-
1976 1 56. on
5600ooo
1977 1 38.ooo
1978 1
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER . SIGNATURE
J. T.-Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Manaernmea_ 
.
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL " SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 1. ATE PREPARED B : 'i': ,ureau N... 1 4-kG..;
(See instrucriens n reverse. 4-19-74 Approval Expires . ar... 1 . 19,
2. FEPORTING ACTIVITY Enter complete name and destination vhippiAn addres; : 3. T REPGR NG PERIOD (Wfonh and year/
Rockwell International FROM TO971974 1977
Space Division 1977
2214Space Dakevood Blv. 4. UNT OF MEASUREMENT (Tons. lbs.. cubic feet,*oottles, gallons, c.
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DEST!NATION
(Check both, if applicable) 2,500 Gal.
Hydrogen, Liquid 2,500 Gal. Tanks
FSN 9135-611-1347 . RAIL TRUCK
MT . nlP
8. 9. 10. CONTRACT. NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
L& T
YEAR DevelopmentQUARTER Downey
1974 1 .
4 2 1 -- •
1975 1 2
2 .3
4 4
1976 1
4 4
1977 4
1978
II. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T, Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Manaement A
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64:
SD74-SH-0125 13
3i
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS I. DATE PREPARED: le: Hureau ,. j-64 krt,
(See instrueio . on reverse.) I : 4-19-74 Approtal E4 pi,re .War :,. 3;.
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and de&tinatirn % .ippingaddres;,, 3. REPCRT'NG PERIOD (Aon:h and year
Rockwell International - To be used at FROM TO
Space Division Mississippi Test 1974 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Facility 4. UN;T OF MEASUREMENT (Tons. lbs., cubic feet,
-)owaey, Calif. 90241 co tes, alL,, Tons
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION(Check both, if applicable)
Hydrogen, Liquid
FSN 9135-611-1347 . [X]RAIL X TRUCK Unknown
MTL- )-272011B
8. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
MPTA "
YEAR QUARTER Test
1974 1
2
1975 1
1976 _
4 650
1977 I 650
3
1978
It. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supe visor, Shuttle Logistis Mana ene 
-
13. TYPED NAME AND ORtANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64 .
SD74-SH-0125
134
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENT S . DATE PREPARED B d :,ureaN~,. /O4-k6"i
(See instructions r reverse.) -19-74 Approval .Expires War. 51, 1
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete nune and debtination ,ipping addre; 3. RE PCRT NG PERIOD' ( on, and year,
Rockwell International FROM TO
Space Division \  974197
12214 Lakewood Blvd. .4 UNT OF MEASUREMENT (Tons; tbs., cubic feet,Downey, Calif. 90241' ootes, catlons, tc. Tons
S. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF St-IPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
Hydrogen, Liquid (Check bozh, if applicable)
FSN 9135-611-1347 i. RAI L  MTRUJCK Unknown
.MT, -P71" " I
8. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
Component
YEAR QUARTER Suppliers
1974 1
1975 i 1
2 1.6
S1.6 -
4 . 1.6
1976 l 1.6
- 1.6
1977
19 78 . i .. . ""
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle o tics Management
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL. SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD7h-SH-0125
12. YPEDNAM OF RE.ARIN OFFCERI Sl.,=
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 1. DATE PREPARED 'H,~Re Heru I ,. i'jo-k.,
(See instrultions on reverse.) 4-19-74 Approval E pires W,... :,, 1'.
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and de&rination %hipping uddre&s;, . RE PORT: NG PERIOD won:h ,and yea',
Rockwell International - To be used at FROM T
Space Division Beech Aircraft 1974 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Boulder, Colorado 80302 4. UK;T OF MEASuREME.T (T.o. b .cui feet,
Downeyv Calif. 90241 ottles, nalzons, tc. Tons
-------------------------------.----- 
- - - -- ---------..
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION(Check both, if applicable) •Hydrogen, Liquid
FSN 9135-611-1347 ORAIL I TRUCK Unknown
MSFC-SPEC-356A - MIL-P-27201B
8. 9. tO. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
Elec. Power
YEAR e.QUARTER Gen.
Cryogenic
Tank
________ 4- ----- ------ .--
1975 1 . . . . - . . .
2 2.6
3-
1976 1
3 2.0
1977
1978 
_
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE ,
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Lo-itcs nI geet -
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
D74-SH-0125
13c
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 1. DATE PREPARED rld : Buaeau No. iO',4RO'J
(See instrut ion s n rever. 4-19-74 Approv.l.. pire . M~. m ::'.
2. HEPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and destinatirn hipping addres -/ . REPCRT NG PERIOD (I.fon:h and yearl
Rockwell International - To be used at FROM TO
'1974 1977Space Division Aerojet Corp. 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd.. UN. :T OF MEASuREMENT (Tons. bs., cubic feet,
Downey Calif. 90241 Sacramento, CalifK. 95813 . ..
S. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCILATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT OEST!NATION
Monomethyl'Hydrazine (MMH) (Check both, if applicable) Storage Space for 350, 55 Gal.
MIL-P-27404A EIRAIL 1 TRUCK Drums, Bulk Storage of 2300
Gals. by 4th Atr. 1974.
8. 9. o10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
U Engine --
YEAR a & Pod Sub-QUARTER Contractor
1974 1
2 25,500 
.
3 29,400
4 --22, 500
2 29, 100
3 , 23,500 
_
4 45,o 0
1976 1 5200
P 59,900
4 An,40n
1977 i "
1978 -
4
11. METHOD.OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Based on anticipated testing requirements.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Management i '-
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL jSIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64.
SD..-SH-0125
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS. 1. DATE PREPARED: R ,ea.,. ,4-k9G
(See In rrurios Rn revrcse.) 197 Appro.ul Expires M.. 1 '. 95
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name n,,d deltinati n rhip;ir.g addresx. 3. RE"CRTN G PERIOD f.Monh and year
Rockwell International - To be used at FROM .T
Space Division MAC/DAC 1974 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. 4. Uh:T OF MEASUREMENT (Tons, lbs., cubic feet,Downey, Calif. 90241 St. Louis, Mo. ottl~e, allons, . . Pounds.
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
Monomethyl Hydrazine (MMH) (Check both, if applicable) 40 Gal.. Drum
MIL-P-27404A 
. e .]RAIL " TRUCK
8. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
RCS Engine
YEAR & Pod. Sub-QUARTER
Contractor
197 1
2 42o
-4-
1975 1 1,050 
.
2 50
4 1,050
1976 8
3 84
1977 i 84
2 84
1978 1 4
II. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Based on anticipated testing requirements.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Mnacement
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057. APR 64
SDT4-SH-0125
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS .OATE PREPARE D p~l: Na,. 4-k. 4
(See instructions on rev~rse.) .4-19-74 Approvul Expires Ar.i. ? .9
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter completp name and deutination l.ippin.g addres 5. RE CIRT NG PERIOD tMIon: i d ear
FROM TO
Rockwell International - To be used at . 197 1977
Space Division White Sands Test Fac. 4. 'u oF EASuREMET (Tons , cubic feet.
12214 Lakewood Blvd. ootles. gal ,ns. .rc.)
-Downe Calif 90OS ET EAIA AD
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLTURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT : 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
Monomethyl Hydrazine mH) (Check boRth.if applicabl 24,000 Pounds Storage
MIL-P-27404A [ RAIL ]TRUCK
a. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
RCS Engine .
YEAR R Testing byQUARTER
Sub-Contract or
at
White Sands -. - "___
1974 1
2 _
1975 1 ..
1976 1 . 233
4 2P33
1977 93-
2 932
932
_26-028
1978 26_028
3 26,028
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records-.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Management'
13.: TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR64
SD74-SH-0125 1
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT: REQUIREMENTS i. DATE PREPARED' 8 i-: Bhea' 0. t14-.
(See instruction otn rev.r .) 4-19-74 Approval Expires .ira.. us Vat .
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and detinatiorr shippin.g addres;, . R. E PGRT: NG PERIOD .fon and yea,
Rockwell. International - To.be used at SD FROM TO
Space Division - PIMD Fac. 1500 Ave. M 197.4. 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Site 1 A.F. Plant 42 4. UN:T OF MEASwREMENT (Tons, lbs., cubic feet,
Dottles, eall-is, -t./
_ Downey~,Cai_~E0241 .. Palmda-le,Calif -93550 ............. StandardLCubicZFee-t
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATIONNitrogen, Gaseous . (Check both, if applicable)Nitrogen, Gaseous*
FSN 9135-823-8115 .- RAIL TRUCK Unknown
_ M
C 
F-SPE2C- 3 - A
8.. 9. . 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
Orbiter Orbiter I
YEAR QU TER Major Assy Final Assy
Activation Activation
PaJmrdale- Parbndale1974 1 . 69. 000
2 11O 000.
.3 69. ooo 134a8_o__
4 9,ooo 000 138.,000
1975 1 13& nO 138G- O
2 - 38 non
.311 no .
4 111n000
1976 1 111 no
2 • .1 l (nn
1977
1978 i
3
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated production operations, testing activation
of facilities and equipment to support the Orbiter Production Operations.
schedules.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Manarement "
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125 it-
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS . DATE PREPARED Haric: b reau No i4kr~, J
(See Instructions on reverse.) 4-19-74 Approva lrpires Va.. . ; : ,,
2. 'EPORTING ACTIVITY ('nter complete name and deutinations hippirg addre?.., . REPC RT NG PERIOD .4fon:A and year,
Rockwell International - To be used at FROM.. TO
Space Division. MAC/DAC 1974 1977..
12214 Lakewood Blvd. 4. u T OF MEASuREMENT (ons. lbs., cubic feet,Lfuisl " ooStlts" ;a lors. -t.1
--Lowney, 92l l St. ouis M_o. -o-s, • ' Standard Cubic Feet
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM I 6. METHOD OF SHiPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
(Check both, if applicable)Nitrogen, Gaseous
FSN 9135-823-8115 RAIL . [AT UCK . Unknown
----- T,-P-P 7 Q r1•y. 1
8. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
RCS Engine
YEAR QUARTER & Pod Sub-
Contractor
--1-2 3,500 K
3 3,500 " _
- --oo4 3,.500
1975 1 4,900
2 4,900
3 4,o 900 _
4 
_8,40o
1976 1 8,40o0
2 11,000
3 11., 000
4 9, 100
1977: 9, i00
1978
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE'
J." T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Management
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL I SIGNATURE
NASA FORM.1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS :1. OATEP EPARED: B lc: eauN ,.; 14-k,4
(See inasruction n r .evr.se.) 4-19-74 Approval Expires Mv,.. .ma ' 9,.
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and dealinatirn vhipping addrer/, 3. R F CRT:NG PERIOD (Ao1nih and year,
Rockwell International FROM TO
Space Division 1974. 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. 4. UN:T OF MEASuREMENT (Tons. lbs.., cubic feet,
_ Ilo~1ney: Calif. 90241 
-ootes, Calon, . /Standard Cubic Feet
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT . 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
Nitrogen, Gaseous. . (Check both, if applicable)
MIL-P-24701, Type 1 [IX]RAIL L+TRUCK Unknown
__MSCPEC -23 A
8. 9. 10. 
. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
External Orbiter
YEAR UARTER Tank Cavity
Testing Purge
. .2
197 1 
--
4.. 
.
1975 1 26,000 85,000
2 26,000 85,000
S 26,000 85,000ooo
4 26.000 85,000
1976 1 26,000ooo 85,000ooo
2 26,000 85,000
26,000 85,000ooo
4 26,000 85,000
1977 .1 26,000 85,000
3
1978 I
4
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records..
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor Shuttle Logistics Management--
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125
- . , . o
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS :. DATE PREPARED "iR1: ,Uea.,. .. ,-k.
(See inatructin. on reverse.) 4-19-74 Approcal.Expires .tr ,..9'A
2. rF.PORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and debtination lippin.g addres;./ 3. .REPC RT'NG PERIOD (Won:h and yeari
Rockwell International - To be used at FROM TO
Space Division Beech Aircraft 1974 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Boulder, Colorado 80302 i 4. UN:T OF MEASUREMENT (Tons, lbs., cubic feet,
Downey, Calif. 90241 oontes, ;alwis, ?,c.) Standard Cubic Feet
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
-Nitrogen, Gaseou (Check both, if applicable) .
MIL-P-24701, Type 1 ~RAIL .TRUCK Unknown
MSFC-SPEC-234A
8. 9. io. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
Elec. Pwr I - "
YEAR 1X GeneratorQUARTER "Cryogenic
Tank Sub-
1974 1
2 1,5 60,0007 
_
3 I 1,560,000
4 ____,56o,000 
-
1975 1 2663,000 ._
2 2.663,000
2,663.000
2,66 , ooo
4 2,663,000 .
1976 1 938,000
S 938,000
3 938_ 
1977 Ph 000
1978 ,
I
I1. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Management
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL ISIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS I. DATeE PBEPAR-D B,.' . uea.V,,. i'4-kr1-;(See instructio,ns. n revre .) 4-19-74 Approval Expires -.Wlr,. ;:, :.1'
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and destination t ipp;ing addrers/ 3. REPCRT:NG PERIOD (4f~:i, and year -
Rockwell International - To be used at FROM To - .
Space Division Aerojet Corp. 1974 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. 
. UNT OF MEASUREMENTTons. 1., cubic feel,
_ ! o ej. _C_ 90 41 • . oo~l~ s , .... . -).41 Sacramento' Calif. 95813 
- Standard Cubic Feet5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT . 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
Nitrogen, Gaseous (Check both, if applicable)
MIL-P-24701, Type 1 I RAIL XIITRUCK Unknown
MS ',-SPEC-234-A
a. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
OMS
YEAR R Engine/PodQ U A R T E R S u b
Sub-
Contractor
1974 1
3 P io'I nn4 4Io-o oo_ _4 ,097.000
1975 1 
_2_400f000
1976 1 788J000
2 5,92 on_
.3 7 k 00on.
4 5.9.000
1977 1 5,092,000
1978 1
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS1
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J.T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle oitstics Manaem e of-4s (13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125
21
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 1. DATE PREPARED' Hwe: B-eau No,. - 4kC,4
(See instructions on reverse.) 4-19-74 Approval Expire. Mvr. ?. :, 5
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and debtination hiapping addres;/ 3. ,REPCRT! NG PERIOD tIfonrh and year,
Rockwell International - To be used at FROM T
Space Division Mississippi,1974 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Test. Facility . UN.T OF MEASvREMENT ( Tons, lbs., cubic feet,
Downey, Calif. 90241 . -cies. os. c. ons____ -
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM " 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
(Check both, if applicable)
Nitrogen, Liquid
FSN 9135-854-0493 n]RAIL wTRUCK U kno n
8. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE . .
MPTA
YEAR 
"
QUARTER
1974 1
2
3 _ _
1975 1
2
1976 
_1_"
3 3,200 _".
4 2,802 -
1977 1 
-
3 "
1978 .
11. MET HOD OF COMPUTATION AND.REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE"
J. T. Lane, - Suprvsor, Shuttle Logi st ics Management
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74Th-S-0125
.: ".: .. ... . . . . •
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 1. DATE PREPARED ' le: B era.. J'4-kfi4
(See instructions n revere.) 4-19-74 Approl rEpires Mc,.. 1;, 14,
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and dertinationh ipping addres/ 3. REPCRT'NG PERIOD (Wn-h and year,
Rockwell International - To .be used at FROM TO
SpaceDivision Beech Aircraft 1974 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Boulder, Colorado 80302 4. UN OF MEASREMENT (Tns. bs., cubic feet,
Downey Calif. 90241 otes, alOns, ,C.J Tons
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM , 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
Nitrogen, Liquid (Check both, if applicable)
FSN 9135-854-0493 xRAIL X]TRUCK Unknown
MSFC-SPEC-234A
8. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
Elec. Pwr.
YEAR R Generation
Cryogenic
Tank Sub-
Contractor " _' _
1974 1
4. -
_91_1975 1 153
2 1535
1976 55
1977 1 72
1978 1
SI. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Managementrl_-
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125
23
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 1. DATE PREPARED' H~1 tureau ,. iOV4-kG24
(See instructio ,n on reverse.) 4-19-74 - Approval Expires M. 1, :5',
1. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and destination h ipyig addres;l s3. REPORT: NG PERIOD [Ionh arid yeari
-Rockwell International - To be used at F.ROM - TO
Space Division Component Suppliers 1974 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Facility 4. uN:T OF MEASUREMENT (Tons, lbs., cubic feet,
Downey Calif. 90241. To be determined oottles, 5allons, r. Tons
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM. 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
Nitrogen, Liquid (Check both, if applicable)
FSN 9135-854-0493 C ORAIL C]TRUCK Unknown
MSFC-SPEC-2 34A
8. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
Component
YEAR QUARTER Suppliers
To MSC Test .
1974 1
2 '1
3
4 1
1975 1 100
2 50
5o
4 100
1976 l 100
3 3,200
1977 1
1978 i
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review ofhistorical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER : SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Manapement
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL . SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS I. OATE PFREPARED i: Bw .r. .,-kf-14
(Seer instructions on reverse..) 4-19-74 Approvaal rpirse Mar..~. ~':, 9 ,
2. FEPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and destination sbiping addres.; 3.. REPCRT NG PERIOO tHon: and year,
Rockwell International - To be used at ROM . TO
Space Division Component Suppliers 1974 1977.
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Facility 4. U .T OF MEASuREMENT (Tons. lbs., cubic feetr,
ali 021 To be determined 
. at, '' Standard Cubic Feet5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM' 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DOESTNATION
Nitrogen, Commercial . (Check both. if applicable)
FSN 9135-854-0493 [ RAIL L TRUCK Unknown
.IIL-P-27401
8. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT T TLE 
-
Component "
YEAR QUARTER Testing
1974 1 .-- - - -
4 20,700
1975 1 20,700
2 20,700
S20,700
4 20,700
1976 20,700
2 20,700
7 3 20,700
.h
1977 
_
- 4 - - --- -- _
I1. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated 
-tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Mnaeement
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125
25
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS I. DATE PREPARED  H: fd: Bureau Nt,,. ij4-k.4
(See inatriction . ,n revrse.) 4-19-74 Approcal Expires Mar.. . ,3: ,
2. :PrORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complt -name and destinatrion iping addres4j 3. . REPORT:NG PERIOD . on:h and year
Rockwell International - To be used at FROM TO
Space Division Mississippi Test .1974 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Facility 4. UN:T OF MEASUREMENT (Tons, Ibs., cubic feet,
-lowe _alif. 90241 
_otes, ,olons, tc.. Tons_ _ _
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
Nitrogen, Commercial (Check both, if applicable);
FSN 9135-854-o0493 [y RAIL MTRUCK Unknown
-.MIL. P-27401
8. 9. 10 CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
MPTA
YEAR TestQUARTER Test
I
-- --- ---
1975 1 1. .. . .. -
2
1977
-2
1978
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER . _ SIGNATURE
J.. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Management, - - •
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL ISIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125
25!
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS . 1. DATE PREPARED: BHi.~, hurea N. it4-k-,4
(See instructions on revre.) 4-19-74 Approv e Expires Ma..!. ;, :.96.
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and destination hipping addres; 3. REPORT! NG PERIOD f.(on:h and-ycar/
Rockwell International FROM TO
Space Division 1974 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. 4. UN :T OF MESME NT (Tons lbs., cubic feet,
Downey, Calif. 90241 ootles. oltois, .lc. Tons
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
Nitrogen, Commercial (Check both, if applicable)
FSN 9135-854-0493 O RAIL L TRUCK UnknownMIL-P-27401
a. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
Component
YEAR " *=/ SuppliersQUARTER
197 1 1
2
4 1 T
1975 1 1
2 i
4 l
1976 1 1
1977 1
1978
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle istis Manageent
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125
25b
.FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 1 DATE PREPARED : HB re N.', J04-k.-
(See inlstruction. 4n irevrse.) 4-19-74 Appioval Expires Mar.A. 1950
2. TFEORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and deltinatirin %hipping uddre s. 3. REPORT: NG PERIOD ftM6n:h and year,
Rockwell International; FROM TO
Space Division 1974 1977.
12214 Lakewood Blvd. 4. UN:T OF MEASUREMENT (Tons, lbs...cubic feet.
Downey, Calif. 90241 .otes""' "ns 'tc. Tons.
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT . 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
Nitrogen Liquid (check b, ifapplicable) (1)5;000' Gal. Tank, (1) 13,000
FSN 9135-965-2526 nRAIL ,TRUCK Gal. Tank, (2) 1,800 Gal. Tanks,
MSFC-SPEC-234A (2) 26,000 Gal. Tanks
8. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
Orbiter L & T
YEAR ",R Major Assy Developmenb
QUARTER & Test*
& Test
B/290
1 Downey Dowhney __
1974 1 .7
2 168 426
3 168 2,216
4 168 2,316
1975 1 168 2,316 -
2 168. 2,316
3168 2,356
4 168 2,o6
1976 i 168 2,386 - -
P •168 2,386 •
3i68 2 ,86
4 168 _ 2 386
2
1977 62,386
3_
1978 1
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of!,historical records;
production operations build-flow plans and schedules of Orbiter tests and
production.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T..Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Management, < ===',--'
.13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125
26
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 1 . DATE PREPARED' Bi.e: H ureau ,N. 104-kJ
(See instructin . ,n revr..se.) 4-19-74 Approval Expire War,. 3:, ,,,
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and detrinatin Odipping addres; . a. REPCRT:NG PERIOD (Von:i, and year/
Rockwell International - To be used at SD FROM TO
Space Division PIMD Fac. 1500 Ave. M 1974 . 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Site 1, A.F. Plant 42 4. uN:T OF MEASuREMENT Trons, lbs., cubic feet,
Downey, Calif. 90241 Palmdale Ca. 93550 b .ottles, t.lls Tons.
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
Nitrogen, Liquid (Check both, if applicable)'
FSN 9135-965-2526 -IRAIL - TRUCK Unknown
MSFC-SPEC-24A
8. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE 
-
Orbiter Assf r
YEAR UARTE & C/OQUARTER
1974 1 Paa
3 100
4100
1976 1 140
S P 140
4 110
1977 1
- 3-
1978 
_
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements are based on production operations build-flow plans and schedules of Orbiter
production & Test.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE 
-
J.T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Management
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL. SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125 '27
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 1. OATE PREPARED Ble: Bureau ',,. R)4-kHr.f
(See instruction. on revrse. 4-19-74 Approvul Expires ar..A. , . 9
2. .EPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and deltinati\ n hip;ing address; 3. REPORT' NG PERIOD (Month and year,
Rockwell International - To be used at SD FROM TO
Space Division PIMD Fac., 1500 Ave. M 1974 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Site 1, A.F. Plant 42 4. UN:T OF MEAS.REMENT ( ;ons, lbs., c.bic feet,
Downey, Calif. 90241 Palmdale, Ca. 93550 oot cs:~ ealton .is !Ic.j
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
Oxygen, Gaseous (Check both i, fpplicable) K-Cylinders
FSN 9135-965-2527 Grade A -IRAIL ZTRUCK
MSFC -SPEC-399A
8. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
Final Assy . ..
YEAR J & Orbiter:
QUARTER 
.
Checkout
Palmdale 
__" 
___
197 12
1975 1
2 3,000
"3 5,000
5,000 ,
1976 1 1000
1 0 7000 :
3 10000
Jj. 10,000
1977
1978 .
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on production operations involving the oxygen system during
final assy, and checkout. Ground test requirements based onEPS operations
for fuel cell checkout per production operations schedules.
. , 
, 
.
.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Management
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-Q125 
.28
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 1 . DA'TE PREPARED
: 
B.i: 'we a No;,. h.4-k.'-
(See i uirnstrjl ,n revr4e.) i 4-19-74 Approval Exrpires .. ',
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and deainatin Thipping addre r, .; FE PO : G PERIOD (o:h 'd year
Rockwell International - To be used at FROM TO
Space Division Beech Aircraft -
.1974 .1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. 4. u :T OF MEASUREMENT Tos. Us.. cubic feet,
Downey, Calif. 90241 Boulder, Colorado 80302 o aoes. c" ,, "'.., Standard Cubic Feet
5. 
- . . ..... 
ubi  
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM " 6., METHOD OFSHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
Oxygen, Gaseous (Check both, lf applicable) K-Cylinders
MSFC-SPEC-349A In RAIL jTRUCK
MSFC-SPEC-399A.
8. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
Elec. Pwr.
YEAR ' Generation
QUART ER Cryogenic
Tank Sub-
Contractor
1974 -1
2 14,ooo000
3 14,000 
-- •4 14.ooo
1975 1 24,oo -
1976 84 noo _
3 AL non
1977 1 nn_
1978
3
1. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAME-OF PREPARING OFFICER . SIGNATURE
J. T* Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Manaement 
-
13. TYPED-NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
S -. ... SD74-SH-0125
29
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 1. DATE PREPARED' B u i~c we jV,. '4-kr/
(See instructions on revs e.). 4-19-74 Approval Expires .ar..A . :
2. RF-PORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete fname and desrination hlippirg addre.;
,  
3. REPORT!NG PERIOD (Mon:h 'and year,
Rockwell International - To be used at FROM -TO
Space Division Mississippi Test 1974 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. . . Facility 4. UN.:T OF MEASREMENT (Tons, lbs., cubic feet,Downey, Calif. 90241 
. ooles, os, c. Tons
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM i 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTiNATION
Oxygen, Liquid (Check both, if-applicable)
FSN 9135-965-2527 .I NRAIL S TRUCK Unknown
--__lh-P-25508
. 9. t10. CONTRACT NO.. PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
MPTA
YEAR QUARTER
2
1975 12 _
4 3,030
1976- 3,030
-4
1977
1978
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER 
. SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Management
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-015 3
-30
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS I. DATE PREPAREDI s( %,ea . 104,-ekG4
(See instruction. on reverse.) 4-19-74 Approval Expires Mar.., !
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete nane and deatination shipping address; 3. - REPORT'hNG PERIOD (Mon:h and yea rl
Rockwell International - To be used at FROM TO-"
Space Division Beech Aircraft .1974 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Boulder, Colorado 803 02 4. u : OF MEAUREMENT (Tons, Lbs., cubic feet,
Downey, Calif. 90241 . o... , C-.ots, a... Ton.
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM, 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
Oxygen, Liquid (Check both, if applicable).
FSN 9135-965-2527 Grade B [X]RAIL [XTRUCK Unknown
MSFC-SPEC-39 A
8. 9. to. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
Elec. Pwr.
YEAR U Generation
Cryogenic
Tank Sub-
Contractor '__ ..
1974 1
1975 1
1976 .
3 20.8
1977 .
1978 1
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on Anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER. SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor Shuttle Logistics Management .
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125
31
FORECAST. OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 1. DATE PREPARED' Hsi Bwrea ,,No. i 4-k,'4
(See instruction. on rev.ere.) 4-19-74 Approval Expires rWr,. ":. :' ,16 .
2. R-PORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name atd destinatirn hipp.ing address; 3. RE PORT: N PERIOD ([Mon:h and year
Rockwell International - To be used at FROM -TO
Space DivisiOn Pratt & Whitney 1974 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. Aircraft, 400 Main St. 4. UN:T OF MEASuREMENT (Tons. lbs., cubic feet,
Downey., Calif. 90241 E. Hartford, Conn.i._0610 s, Tas
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTiNATION
Oxygen, Liquid . .(Check both, if applicable) ...
FSN 9135-965-2527 Grade A ] RAIL X TRUCK Unknown
. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO.. PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
Elec. Pwr.
YEAR QUARTER Generation
Fuel Cell
Pwr. Plant
S--__ontr__or_
197 1
3 2 03_
2 1,008
3 1,008 
_
4 1,008
1977 1 788
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER. . - ,SINATURE
20
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttl. Lo stics Mna.ement ------
,1978 _ __.__ _,
It. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAMEOF PREPARING C  •ATURE
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
sD74-SH-0125
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS ' . oATE.PREPAREDO Be: Bureau Nl,. JI4-kOR4.
(See inatruction on reverie.) 4-19-74 Approtal L rpi4r Mar, . I.; "
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and de&tina1tion %hipping address; 3. RE CRT'NG PERIOD t.Mon:, ,nd year,
Rockwell International - To be used at FROM TO
Space Division Aerojet Corp. 1974 -1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. 4. uNI:T OF MEASUREMENT (Tons., lbs., cubic feet,
Downe _Calif. 902411 _Sacramers o, Calif. 95813: cles, ons. Pounds
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
Tetroxide, Nitrogen, N2 04 if applcable
FSN 9135-926-2165 iRAIL TRUCK Unidentified
MIL-P-26539C
8. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
QUARTER Engine &
Pod Sub-
Contractor
1974 1 2
2 42, 100
3 48, 500
4 37.100 
- '_ [
1975 1 440 ..
2 48 oo000
3 38,800
4 74,400
1976 T 87,300
2 98,700
3 132,700
-4 107,900
1977 I 87,900
i978 _
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATUREJ. T. Lane, .Supervisor, Shuttle Logistis Management
.13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125
33
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS i1. DATE PREPARED' 8wl-: &rea. N,. J 4.k-H 4
(See instructions on revers.e.) 4-19-74 Approa.l.£xpires .ar,.3. , 19.
. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and destination 0,ipping addres ;/ . 3. REPORT:,NG PERIOD (Mdo:h and year,
Rockwell International - To be used at FROM TO
Space Division MAC/DAC 1974 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. 4. UN:T OF MEASUREMENT (Tons, lbs.. cubic feet,
Downey, Calif. 90241 St. Louis,, M.o orres, alons, c. Pounds
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
Tetroxide, Nitrogen, N2 0 boh, i.ppca4ble)
FSN 9135-926-2165 X] RAIL. ;TRUCK Unknown
MIL-P-26539C
8. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
RCS Engine
YEAR Q& Pod Sub-QUARTER
Contractor
-f9-7 -4--i----~1 74 1
2 4 80;3 8on
44. Ann
1976 1 1 6oo00
P 1-5 000
1977 _ 11 J nn
3
i978 i 
-
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and review of historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER . . SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor,Shuttle Logistics Managemenl, 
-
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64 ,
SD74-SH-0125
34
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS I . DATE PREPARED' 'f/id: Bureau No. i04-k O(4
(See instructins o, n reverse.) - 4-19-74 Approtul Expires VW..A . :',9
2. REPORTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and destinatiora t ippi addresu. 3. REPCRT: NG -PERIOD (.lon:h and year.
Rockwell International FROM TO.
______ 1977Space Division 1974 .
12214 Lakewood Blvd. 4. UN:T OF MEASUREMENT (Tons, lPs., cubic feet,
ony Calif 241 oottCes, ,allons, etc.) Pounds
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLATURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
Water, Coolant (Check both, if applicable)
MSC-SPEC-C20A ORAIL X]TRUCK. Unknown
8. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE .
YAECLSS
YEA QUARTER Testing-
Downey _ "
1974 1
2
-
_ 
_ I -----
1975 1
2 300
-3--
1976 i 300
1977
1978 i
II. METHOD OFCOMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Requirements based on anticipated tests and historical data.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shutte Logistics Mana gerrie
13. TYPED NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125
35
FORECAST OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 11. PATE PREPARED HIwie: Buea ~:oC i4-k.i
(See instructio,ns on reverse.) 4-19-74 ApprovaIl Exp iEs W f:'. :3" ,
2. REPOiTING ACTIVITY (Enter complete name and destination ,hipping addre; . 3. REPORT NG PERIOD (onth and year,
Rockwell International FROM .TO
Space Division 1974 1977
12214 Lakewood Blvd. 4. UN:T OF MEASUREMENT (Tons, lbs.,-cubic feet,
-Down aliL9 2 • -- ootles. gatlons. . Pounds
5. STOCK NO. AND NOMENCLA TURE OF ITEM 6. METHOD OF SHIPMENT 7. STORAGE AVAILABILITY AT DESTINATION
Water Potable (Check both, if applicable)
NASA-SPEC-SD- 00o2o RAIL 71TRUCK Unknown
8. 9. 10. CONTRACT NO., PROGRAM, OR PROJECT TITLE
ECLSS
YEAR QUARTER Testing
Downey_. ._" 
'. ' .-
4 . ° -- .. ........ ..
1975 1
2 1 -o•_
4 15o
1976 1 1502 150
1977 i
1978 1
11. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REMARKS
Based on test requirements and historical records.
12. TYPED NAME OF PREPARING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J. T. Lane, Supervisor, Shuttle Logistics Manaement
13. TYPED,NAME AND ORGANIZATION OF APPROVING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
NASA FORM 1057 APR 64
SD74-SH-0125
' 36
